POWER GRID CORPORATION OF INDIA LIMITED
(A Government of India Enterprise)

Northern Region Transmission System III

Notification No. NR-III/01

Date: 06.07.2018

Recruitment for the post of Diploma Trainee (Electrical) & Jr. Officer Trainee (HR)
Notification for Test (Computer Based Test- CBT) on 24.07.2018 (Tuesday)
Computer Based Test (CBT) for the post of Diploma Trainee (Electrical) & Jr. Officer Trainee (HR) which is
advertised by POWERGRID, NR-III vide Advt. No. 1/NR-3/2018 dated 21.02.2018 shall be conducted on
24.07.2018 (Tuesday) at Agra, Allahabad, Bareilly, Kanpur, Lucknow and Varanasi. Admit card for all
candidates who are provisionally allowed are available in the candidate log in. In this regard, the following
are hereby informed:1. The Time Schedule and Centre are mentioned in the Admit Card which should be downloaded along with
Examination and CBT instructions on A4 (Portrait) paper by login to respective Candidate Login from website
www.powergridindia.com- >Career Section->Job Opportunities->Regional Openings: Northern
Region-III Recruitment-> Candidate Log In. Please note that the admit card will not be sent by post to
any candidate. Further, Admit Card is valid only if the candidates’ photograph and signature are legibly
printed.
2. Candidates are advised to carefully read the instructions pertaining to CBT given along with the Admit
card.
3. The candidates are being allocated venue at the above said locations. However, no request for change
of Centre shall be entertained under any circumstances.
4. The question paper administered in the CBT shall be bilingual (English/ Hindi). Candidates may attempt the
question paper either in English or Hindi. The candidates shall have the facility of scrolling between English
and Hindi versions of question paper. However, in case of any disparity/ discrepancy in the Hindi
version, the English version of the question paper shall be treated as Final and shall prevail.
5. Candidates are advised to keep themselves abreast with latest updates being loaded on this website by
logging from time to time.
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